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19The dorsal medial frontal cortex (dMFC) is highly active during choice behavior. Though many models have
20been proposed to explain dMFC function, the con!ict monitoring model is the most in!uential. It posits that
21dMFC is primarily involved in detecting interference between competing responses thus signaling the need
22for control. It accurately predicts increased neural activity and response time (RT) for incompatible (high-
23interference) vs. compatible (low-interference) decisions. However, it has been shown that neural activity
24can increase with time on task, even when no decisions are made. Thus, the greater dMFC activity on
25incompatible trials may stem from longer RTs rather than response con!ict. This study shows that (1) the
26con!ict monitoring model fails to predict the relationship between error likelihood and RT, and (2) the dMFC
27activity is not sensitive to congruency, error likelihood, or response con!ict, but is monotonically related to
28time on task.
29© 2010 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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33 Introduction

34 The dorsal medial frontal cortex (dMFC), including the dorsal
35 anterior cingulate cortex and the supplementary motor area, has been
36 central to neural models of decision making (Mansouri et al., 2009). It
37 has been proposed that its main role is the detection of internal
38 response con!ict during choice behavior (Botvinick et al., 1999).
39 Though functional imaging studies have provided strong evidence in
40 favor of con!ict monitoring (Mansouri et al., 2009; Nachev et al.,
41 2008), electrophysiology and lesion studies have been unable to
42 provide supporting data (Ito et al., 2003; Nakamura et al., 2005). A key
43 "nding in con!ict monitoring studies is that decisions involving high
44 interference from multiple stimulus–response representations gen-
45 erate longer mean response latencies than decisions with low
46 interference (Carter et al., 1998). However, recent data have
47 suggested that the duration of a subject's decision process, or time
48 on task, can have large effects on the size of the elicited hemodynamic
49 response, independent of the nature of the decision (Grinband et al.,
50 2008). Thus, it is unclear whether the activity in dMFC re!ects the
51 amount of response con!ict or the longer processing time needed to
52 choose the correct response. Our goal was to dissociate stimulus–
53 response compatibility and error likelihood, two indicators for the

54presence of con!ict, from RT, an indicator of time on task, and thus
55determine if dMFC activity is consistent with predictions of the
56con!ict monitoring model.
57The con!ict monitoring model proposes that response con!ict is the
58simultaneous activation of neuronal assemblies associated with
59incompatible behavioral responses (Botvinick et al., 2001; Brown
60and Braver, 2005) and that the dMFC detects changes in response
61con!ict which require reallocation of attentional resources (Kerns et
62al., 2004). Functional imaging studies using the Stroop task (Botvinick
63et al., 1999; Carter et al., 1998; MacLeod and MacDonald, 2000),
64Ericksen !anker task (Kerns et al., 2004), go/no-go task (Brown and
65Braver, 2005), and other tasks that require cognitive control (Nee et
66al., 2007) have shown that activity in the dMFC increases as a function
67of response con!ict. Because response con!ict produces a cost in
68terms of the speed and accuracy of decisions, mean response time
69(RT) and error likelihood have been used as measures of con!ict
70intensity (Botvinick et al., 2001; Carter et al., 1998). dMFC activity
71correlated with these variables has been interpreted as real-time
72monitoring for the presence of response con!ict (Botvinick et al.,
732001). A related model holds that error likelihood and con!ict are
74dissociable, and suggests that the dMFC detects interference-related
75changes in error likelihood (Brown and Braver, 2005). Both models
76propose that the detected signal is sent to other brain regions (e.g. the
77dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) to regulate levels of cognitive control
78(Brown and Braver, 2005; Kerns et al., 2004).
79However, some data has been dif"cult to incorporate into the
80con!ict monitoring framework. Both permanent (di Pellegrino et al.,
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81 2007; Mansouri et al., 2007; Pardo et al., 1990; Swick and Jovanovic,
82 2002; Turken and Swick, 1999; Vendrell et al., 1995) and temporary
83 (Hayward et al., 2004) lesions of the dMFC produce minimal changes
84 in performance during decisions involving response con!ict. Further-
85 more, dMFC activity is present on most decision-making tasks
86 (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004; Wager et al., 2004, 2009), even in the
87 absence of response con!ict (Bush et al., 2002; Milham and Banich,
88 2005; Roelofs et al., 2006), and has sometimes been shown to be
89 unable to detect the presence of response con!ict (Zhu et al., 2010).
90 Electrophysiological studies in monkeys have found few dMFC
91 neurons involved in con!ict monitoring (Ito et al., 2003; Nakamura
92 et al., 2005), and targeted dMFC lesions do not affect con!ict-related
93 increases in response time and error likelihood (Mansouri et al.,
94 2009). These data present signi"cant challenges for the con!ict
95 monitoring and related models.
96 Alternatively, dMFC activity may be unrelated to the detection of
97 response con!ict but instead may re!ect non-speci"c sensory,
98 attentional, working memory, and/or motor planning processes that
99 are present for all decisions and that do not vary as a function of
100 response con!ict. In fact, neurons in the dMFC are strongly affected by
101 spatial attention (Olson, 2003) and oculomotor control (Hayden and
102 Platt, 2010; Schall, 1991; Stuphorn et al., 2010). Furthermore, a large
103 percentage of these neurons show con!ict-independent activity that
104 begins at stimulus onset and terminates at the time of response
105 execution (Ito et al., 2003; Nachev et al., 2008; Nakamura et al., 2005).
106 Finally, imaging studies have shown that dMFC activity is common for
107 most tasks that require attention (Wager et al., 2004) or working
108 memory (Wager and Smith, 2003), and that it scales with RT in a wide
109 range of con!ict-free tasks (Grinband et al., 2006; Naito et al., 2000;
110 Yarkoni et al., 2009).
111 The con!ict monitoring model describes the dMFC as a region
112 functionally specialized for the detection of interference between
113 alternative responses, and thus predicts that high interference will
114 generate greater neural activity per unit time. If, however, the dMFC
115 re!ects non-speci"c or con!ict-independent processes such as spatial
116 attention, then neural activity should scale with time on task or RT.
117 Because high interference is associated with longer RTs, both
118 interpretations predict larger BOLD responses on decisions with
119 response con!ict. However, they predict very different relationships
120 between RT and MFC activity per unit time.
121 In the con!ict monitoring model, the con!ict detector receives
122 input from neurons representing the mutually exclusive responses
123 (Botvinick et al., 2001). Three variations of this model are consistent
124 with the classic neuroimaging result suggesting dMFC involvement in
125 con!ict monitoring. In the "rst variant (Fig. 1A), the detector has a low
126 "ring threshold. It can detect input from a single active response
127 neuron (congruent trials) or from multiple response neurons
128 (incongruent trials) and will continue to "re as long as at least one
129 response neuron is active. When detector activity is convolved with a
130 hemodynamic response function, a monotonically increasing rela-
131 tionship between the BOLD signal and response duration is produced.
132 Because activity per unit time in the detector is greater on
133 incongruent trials, the slope of the BOLD vs. RT function is also
134 greater. In the second variant (Fig. 1B), the detector is characterized
135 by high activation thresholds and activity from a single response
136 neuron (congruent trials) is unable to activate it. This results in a
137 BOLD vs. RT function with zero slope. When both response neurons
138 are active (incongruent trials) the detector continues to "re for the full
139 response duration, resulting in a monotonically increasing relation-
140 ship between BOLD signal and RT. A third variant of the con!ict
141 monitoring model (Fig. 1C) has high detection thresholds similar to
142 variant 1B but with autoinhibitory connections or inhibitory feedback
143 from other neurons that produce a refractory period on incongruent
144 trials. This model is insensitive to "ring duration of the response
145 neurons, and is thus, a binary detector for the presence of con!ict. In
146 contrast, the dMFC may be insensitive to response con!ict but still

147produce a larger BOLD response on incongruent trials: if RTs for the
148incongruent trials are, on average, longer than for the congruent trials,
149then the hemodynamic response will integrate the neuronal activity
150over a longer time-period to produce a larger response. In this case,
151the BOLD response will grow with RT but the BOLD vs RT functions
152will be identical for congruent and incongruent trials (Fig. 1D).

153Results

154To test these alternatives, normal subjects were scanned while
155performing a manual Stroop task (Stroop, 1935). In this task, subjects
156must name the ink color of the presented letters while ignoring the
157word spelled out by the letters. On congruent trials, the color of the
158ink matched the word (e.g. the word “red” written in red ink),
159whereas on incongruent trials, the color of the ink did not match the
160word (e.g. the word “red” written in green ink). Incongruent trials
161produced a state of high cognitive interference as indicated by higher
162mean error rates and higher median RTs across subjects (congruent
163error rate=2.7%, s.d.=2.7%; incongruent error rate=4.8%, s.d.=
1641.0%; paired t-test, p=0.022, df=22; congruent RT=831 ms, s.d.=
165104 ms; incongruent RT=958 ms, s.d.=133 ms; paired t-test,
166p=2!10!8, df=22; see Fig. S1 for RT distributions).
167Standard fMRI multiple regression techniques were used to
168replicate previous results from the con!ict detection literature
169(Botvinick et al., 1999; Carter et al., 1998; Kerns et al., 2004) showing
170increased activity in dMFC during incongruent, as compared to
171congruent, trials (Fig. 2A). To test whether differences in RT alone
172would produce a similar activation pattern, congruent trials with
173slow RTs (greater than the median, mean of subgroup=1119 ms)
174were compared to congruent trials with fast RTs (less than the
175median, mean of subgroup=711 ms). Slow RT trials produced
176greater activity in the dMFC (Fig. 2B) even when there was no
177difference in congruency. However, a lack of incompatible features
178may not necessarily eliminate interference; thus we con"rmed that
179slow and fast congruent trials have equally low levels of con!ict by
180measuring error likelihood, which, according to the con!ict moni-
181toring model, is proportional to con!ict (Fig. S2). No signi"cant
182difference in error likelihood existed between slow and fast trials
183(fast error: mean=2.9%, s.d.=3.8%; slow error: mean=2.2%, s.d.=
1842.0% paired t-test, p=0.41, df=22) con"rming low con!ict,
185independent of response duration. To further test whether the
186dMFC can be activated in the absence of response con!ict, subjects
187were asked to view a !ashing checkerboard and press a button when
188the stimulus disappeared. Since no choice decision was required and
189since only one response was possible, no response con!ict could
190exist; nevertheless, activity in dMFC was proportional to time on task
191(Fig. S3).
192These results demonstrate that response duration can affect dMFC
193activation, even in the absence of competing responses. But is RT a
194more powerful predictor of dMFC activity than response con!ict? To
195test this, fast RT incongruent trials (mean of subgroup=783 ms)were
196compared against slow RT congruent trials (mean of sub-
197group=1190 ms). If response con!ict drives the dMFC response,
198more activity should exist on fast RT incongruent trials due to
199interference from competing responses. On the contrary, dMFC
200activity was greater on slow congruent than fast incongruent trials
201(Fig. 2C), even though error rates were higher on fast incongruent
202trials (fast incongruent error=4.4%, slow cong error=2.2% paired t-
203test, p=0.033, df=22). Thus, dMFC activation tracks response
204duration, rather than the presence of incompatible stimulus–response
205features or increases in error likelihood.
206Standard fMRI analysis methods rely on the general linear model,
207which makes assumptions about the intensity and duration of the
208underlying neuronal activity as well as the shape of the hemodynamic
209response function. Because incorrect assumptions can lead to invalid
210conclusions, the data was reanalyzed using event-related averaging, a
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211 model-free analysis. When averaged across all RTs, voxels in the dMFC
212 showed larger BOLD responses on incongruent than congruent trials
213 (Fig. 3A), con"rming the standard regression analysis result (Fig. 2A).

214Wethen tested for a relationship betweendMFCactivity and con!ict in
215the absence of RT differences by comparing BOLD responses for trials
216with RTs within 100 ms of the global median. By comparing trials near

Fig. 1.Model predictions. Both the con!ict monitoring and time on task accounts predict larger mean BOLD activity on incongruent trials. (A) In the “suprathreshold”model, activity
in the response neurons (R1 and R2) activate the detector when threshold (horizontal dashed line) is exceeded. Thus, con!ict can be present on both congruent (blue) and
incongruent (red) trials, and depends on the "ring duration of the response neurons. Because the input per unit time to the detector is greater on incongruent than congruent trials,
the BOLD vs. RT functions have different slopes. (B) In the “subthreshold”model, activity from a single response neuron is not suf"cient to activate the detector. Thus, the BOLD signal
does not vary with duration of the response neuron on congruent trials. Activity from both response neurons is necessary to exceed threshold and cause a con!ict-related response,
which varies with response duration. (C) In the “refractory” model, activity from both response neurons is necessary to reach the detector's activation threshold. However, a
refractory period created by autoinhibitory connections or inhibitory feedback from other neurons allows only a brief pulse of activity in the presence of con!ict, resulting in activity
that is independent of response duration (i.e. BOLD vs. RT functions with zero slope). (D) If activity in the MFC is determined only by time on task, then the BOLD vs. RT functions
should be identical for congruent and incongruent trials. (For interpretation of the references to color in this "gure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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217 the median, the time needed to reach decision threshold is held
218 roughly constant (mean RT of cong trials nearmedian=884 ms, s.d.=
219 117 ms, mean RT of incongruent trials near median=891 ms, s.d.=
220 114 ms, paired t-test, p=0.856, df=44) and the resulting decisions
221 vary only by the presence or absence of incompatible stimulus
222 features. No signi"cant differences in dMFC activity between congru-
223 ent and incongruent trials were present when RT was held constant
224 (Fig. 3B). Finally, a comparison of fast incongruent and slow congruent
225 trials resulted in larger BOLD responses for the congruent condition
226 (Fig. 3C; though error rates were signi"cantly higher on fast
227 incongruent trials — see earlier discussion). Again, BOLD activity was
228 related to response duration, not con!ict; taken together these data
229 are inconsistent with the con!ict monitoring model.
230 Computational models of con!ict monitoring argue that both RT
231 and error likelihood are determined by the degree of con!ict in the
232 decision (Botvinick et al., 2001; Siegle et al., 2004). The stronger the
233 activation of the incorrect response, the greater is its interference with
234 the correct response, leading to more errors and slower RTs.
235 Moreover, for any given set of initialization parameters, the model
236 produces a one-to-one relationship between the three variables (Fig.
237 S2). Thus, the model predicts that error likelihood and RT can both be
238 used as measures of con!ict, and more importantly, that this
239 relationship depends only on the input to the stimulus layer (i.e. the
240 activation of the color and word units). If the three variables were not
241 one-to-one, that is, if the relationship between error likelihood, RT,
242 and con!ict changed with context (e.g. congruency), this would
243 provide evidence against the model.
244 We tested whether the relationship between error likelihood and
245 RT remained constant (one-to-one). This was done by splitting each
246 subject's RT distribution into ten equal quantiles. Error rates for
247 congruent and incongruent trials were compared within each
248 quantile to determine the degree of response con!ict for each
249 condition. A plot of error likelihood as a function of RT (Fig. 4A)
250 shows that incongruent trials generate higher error rates than
251 congruent trials for each RT (paired t-test of congruent quantiles vs.
252 incongruent quantiles, p=0.033, df=9). In addition, incongruent
253 trials have higher error likelihood than congruent trials at the
254 majority of RT quantiles (Fig. 4B; paired t-test of congruent vs.
255 incongruent trials within each quantile pb0.05, df=22). These data
256 demonstrate that the frequency of con!ict-induced errors is not
257 uniquely related to RT as predicted by the con!ict monitoring model
258 (Fig. S2).
259 An analysis of the BOLD activity in dMFC demonstrated a monotonic
260 increase as a function of trial-to-trial RT (Fig. 4C). No signi"cant
261 difference between congruency conditions (paired t-test of quantiles,

262p=0.90, df=9) was present. A comparison of congruent and incongru-
263ent trials within each quantile showed a signi"cant difference only at a
264single point, consistent with a false positive rate of 0.05 (Fig. 4D paired t-
265test, pb0.05, df=22; mean difference between conditions=!0.0049
266equivalent to a signal change of less than 10!5%). Furthermore, if dMFC
267was a con!ict detector, then dMFC activity should be proportional to the
268amount of con!ict, asmeasured by error likelihood, at eachRT. However,
269after controlling for RT, there was no relationship between BOLD activity
270and error likelihood: the difference in error likelihood (Fig. 4B) and the
271difference in BOLD activity (Fig. 4D) were not correlated (Pearson
272r=0.04, p=0.78). To further quantify this relationship, a sequential (or
273hierarchical) linear regressionwasperformedon theBOLDdata in Fig. 4C.
274For congruent trials, RT explained 43.4% of the variance; the addition of
275error likelihood to the model increased this value by 4.2%, but the
276increase was not signi"cant (p=0.10). For incongruent trials, RT
277explained89.7%of thevariance. The additionof error likelihood increased
278this value by less than 1!10!5%. These data suggest that response
279con!ict cannot explain a signi"cant or physiologically relevant amount of
280variance in the dMFC.
281The quantile analysis was repeated on a voxel-by-voxel basis to
282determine if any region of the dMFC showed activity consistent with
283the con!ict monitoring model. No signi"cant clusters were found
284(Fig. 5), even using an extremely lenient signi"cance threshold of
285p=0.01, uncorrected for multiple comparisons; this result indicates
286that the relationship between RT and dMFC activity does not depend
287on the exact position, shape, or extent of the region of interest tested.
288It is possible that methodological differences in our Stroop task may
289have produced brain activity that is uncharacteristic of previous
290studies. Voxels that showed greater activity on incongruent trials in
291our Stroop task were compared to those of previous Stroop (Fig. 6A)
292and non-Stroop (Fig. 6B) con!ict studies. The position, shape, and
293extent of our region of interest were remarkably consistent with those
294of previous studies (Fig. 6C). To determine whether “con!ict” voxels
295(from Fig. 2A) were equivalent to “RT” voxels, we performed a novel
296GLM analysis in which the design matrix consisted of a single RT
297regressor that did not differentiate between congruent and incon-
298gruent trials. The voxels identi"ed by the IncongNCong contrast from
299Fig. 2A were subsumed by those correlated with the RT-only
300regressor; this was also true for the majority of voxels from previous
301studies (Fig. 6D).
302Finally, the quantile analysis was used to test whether any voxels
303outside the dMFC showed greater activity for incongruent than
304congruent trials (Fig. 7). Only the left inferior frontal gyrus, which
305includes Broca's area, expressed signi"cantly greater BOLD activity
306per unit time on incongruent trials. This result demonstrates that the

Fig. 2. Statistical parametric mapping. (A) Traditional GLM analysis comparing incongruent and congruent trials replicates previous results (Botvinick et al., 1999, 2001; Carter et al.,
1998; Kerns et al., 2004) (peak activity=MNI152: 0/16/42). The activity was generated using only correct trials. (B) Congruent trials do not contain any incongruent features that
could produce response interference. However, a comparison of slow vs fast congruent trials shows a pattern of activation in dMFC (MNI152: -4/16/40) that is similar to the “high
con!ict” pattern, indicating that dMFC activity is not speci"c to con!ict. Fast and slow trials were de"ned as trials with RTs less than or greater than the median RT, respectively.
(C) Slow congruent trials generate more activation than fast incongruent trials in dMFC (MNI152: -4/16/36), demonstrating that response time can better account for dMFC
activation than the degree of response con!ict. All activity is represented in Z-scores.
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307 lack of signi"cant voxels in dMFC is not due to insuf"cient statistical
308 power, but rather, to the fact that interference between alternative
309 semantic representations of color is localized to left IFG, not dMFC.

310 Discussion

311 In conclusion, we used three different approaches, a general linear
312 model, event-triggered averaging, and RT quantile analysis, to
313 demonstrate that dMFC activity is correlated with time on task, and
314 not response con!ict. Furthermore, the results showed that error
315 likelihood was not monotonically related to either RT or dMFC
316 activity, contrary to predictions of the con!ict monitoring model.

317These data are inconsistent with a view of a dMFC specialized for
318con!ict monitoring. Instead, dMFC activity is predicted by trial-to-trial
319differences in response time (Fig. 4C). Previous studies of con!ict
320monitoring (Botvinick et al., 1999; Brown and Braver, 2005; Carter et
321al., 1998; Kerns et al., 2004; MacLeod andMacDonald, 2000; Nee et al.,
3222007) averaged trials with variable response durations when
323comparing neural activity from congruent and incongruent trials;
324however, incongruent trials have longer mean response times
325ensuring that they will produce greater dMFC activity, independent
326of interference effects. In countermanding tasks, differences in time
327on task between conditions can also explain correlations between
328dMFC activity and error likelihood. For example, in the study by

Fig. 3. Event-related averages. BOLD data was extracted from voxels active in the incongruentNcongruent comparison (all comparisons used Fig. 2A as the region of interest). BOLD
responses from correct trials were then averaged across subjects (shading represents standard error). (A) When all trials in the RT distribution are included in the analysis, average
BOLD responses are larger for the incongruent condition. To quantify the differences between the two BOLD responses, the peak response for each subject was compared. Bar graphs
show a signi"cantly larger response for the incongruent than congruent condition, consistent with previous studies of con!ict monitoring (error bars represent standard error across
subjects). (B) To control for mean differences in RT between conditions, we compared only trials within 100 ms of each subject's median RT. No differences between congruent and
incongruent trials were detected. (C) A comparison of fast incongruent and slow congruent trials produced a reversal in the relative size of the BOLD responses, demonstrating that
slower RTs produce greater dMFC activity independent of stimulus congruency.
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Fig. 4. Error likelihood and BOLD differences across RTs. (A) To determine the relationship between con!ict and RT, the percent error across subjects was plotted for congruent and
incongruent trials as a function of RT quantile. (B) The difference in error rates between the two conditions (i.e. incongruent–congruent trials) shows greater con!ict on incongruent
trials for most RT quantiles. Red points indicate quantiles for which a signi"cant difference was present. (C) The mean BOLD response for correct trials was integrated over 10 s,
averaged across subjects, and plotted as a function of RT quantile. The BOLD signal showed a systematic increase as a function of RT for both congruent and incongruent trials,
consistent with the time on task account (Fig. 1D), but contrary to the con!ict monitoring model (Figs. 1ABC). (D) The difference between the two BOLD responses was plotted for
each RT quantile. Positive values indicate larger responses for incongruent trials; negatives values indicate larger responses for congruent trials. Resulting values were centered on
zero, indicating that after controlling for RT, BOLD responses were not affected by con!ict. This quantile analysis was repeated for two other masks de"ned using anatomical
landmarks and functional imaging meta-analysis (Fig. S4), and demonstrated similar results.

Fig. 5. Voxel-wise comparison of congruent and incongruent trials controlling for RT. For each subject, the BOLD responses were averaged across quantiles within each condition. A
one-sided, paired t-test was performed between congruent and incongruent trials across subjects. Voxel t-values were thresholded at p=0.01. To determine if any region of the
dMFC might be involved in con!ict monitoring, we performed the analysis without correcting for multiple comparisons. Despite this extremely lenient threshold, we found no
regions in the dMFC that were consistent with the con!ict monitoring hypothesis. This lack of signi"cant regions in dMFC is not due to insuf"cient statistical power, since suf"cient
power was present to detect activity in Broca's area.
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329 Brown and Braver (2005), both the period of focused attention toward
330 the countermanding cue and the resulting RTs, were longer in the
331 high error than the low error condition; thus, larger BOLD responses
332 on high error likelihood trials are consistent with the time on task
333 account. This study shows that once RT differences are accounted for,
334 the correlation between error likelihood and dMFC activity is zero.
335 Though the dMFC is independent of response con!ict and error
336 likelihood, it has been shown tohave a variety of other functional roles.
337 For example, dMFC activity tracks reinforcement history and the
338 occurrence of errors, which is critical for learning the value of response
339 alternatives and making behavioral adjustments (Rushworth and
340 Behrens, 2008; Rushworth et al., 2007). It has also been shown to be
341 involved in motor planning, task switching, and inhibitory control

342(Nachev et al., 2008; Ridderinkhof et al., 2007) and it is modulated by
343decision uncertainty (Grinband et al., 2006) and complexity of
344stimulus–response associations (Nachev et al., 2008) suggesting its
345involvement in response selection. While it is not known whether
346these functions are localized to discrete subregions of the dMFC or
347whether the dMFC's role changes with context, this study suggests
348that determining the answer will require accurate control over
349response times.
350Finally, activity in Broca's area was correlated with increased
351response competition. A meta-analysis of Stroop studies (Nee et al.,
3522007) found this region to be consistently more activated during
353incongruent trials. It has also been shown to be highly active in a
354linguistic emotional Stroop task (Engels et al., 2007) and, in fact, is
355associated more with linguistic, than visuospatial, interference
356(Banich et al., 2000). Interestingly, no differences in activity between
357conditions were found in any motor execution or motor planning
358regions (e.g. SMA or primarymotor regions), even at extremely liberal
359thresholds (p=0.01 with no correction for multiple comparisons;
360Fig. 5). These data suggest that the cognitive interference experienced
361during the Stroop task does not stem from competing motor response
362representations (i.e. left vs right button press) but rather from
363competing linguistic representations of the stimulus (i.e. red vs green).
364Moreover, it is possible that neural competition is localized to those
365brain regions specialized for the relevant stimulus modality, and a
366centralized brain module for detecting different types of con!ict
367(sensory, linguistic, motor, etc.) may not be necessary for optimal
368response selection to occur.

369Methods

370Task

371Twenty-three subjects (mean age=24; 9 females) gave informed
372consent to participate in the study. Subjects were instructed to name
373the ink color of a stimulus by pressing one of four buttons using the
374"ngers of the right hand and were asked to balance speed with
375accuracy. They practiced the task outside the scanner for at least 100
376trials and continued practice until error rates fell below 10%. Four
377colors were used in the Stroop task – red, green, blue, and yellow –
378producing 16 possible ink color/word name combinations. To
379eliminate any confounding effects of negative priming on con!ict,
380the ink color and word name were randomized such that no two
381colors were repeated on consecutive trials. The probability of
382incongruent and congruent trials was maintained at 50%. The Stroop
383stimuli were presented on screen until a response was made. Once a
384button was pressed, the stimulus was replaced by a "xation point.

Fig. 6. Comparison against previous studies. (A) The region of interest tested for con!ict-related activity was de"ned using a functional contrast of correct incongruent minus correct
congruent trials (Fig. 2A; blue outline). To determine how similar this activity was to that of previous studies, we overlaid peak activation from 48 studies using the Stroop task (Nee
et al., 2007). Each point represents the peak activation from an incongruent minus congruent comparison. The majority of previous studies were consistent with our activation. (B)
We repeated the analysis for 200 non-Stroop studies (Nee et al., 2007) that identi"ed con!ict-related activity. The majority was consistent with our activation. (C) The mean
locations (red cross) of both the Stroop studies (mean MNI152: 2/21/40, std: 7/13/13) and the non-Stroop studies (mean MNI152: 2/21/40, std: 6/14/16) were consistent with our
activation. (D) To determine which of the voxels that show greater activity for the incongruent trials are alsomonotonically related to RT, we performed a GLM analysis using a single
epoch regressor in which the duration of each epoch was equal to RT for that trial. Furthermore, this regressor included all correct trials, that is, it did not differentiate between
congruent and incongruent epochs. All voxels that showed greater activity in the incongruent minus congruent contrast also showed a signi"cant relationship to RT. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this "gure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Activity in left inferior frontal gyrus (BA44/45, including Broca's area) correlates
with increased con!ict after controlling for RT. For each subject, the BOLD responses
were averaged across quantiles within each condition. A one-sided, paired t-test was
performed between congruent and incongruent trials across subjects. Greater activity
in Broca's area suggests increased competition between multiple linguistic representa-
tions of the stimulus on incongruent trials. Voxel t-values were thresholded at p=0.01,
clusters thresholded at p=0.01 using Gaussian Random Field Theory. Peak activity was
located at MNI152: -38/16/22.
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385 Inter-trial intervals were randomly generated on each trial
386 (range=0.1–7.1 s, mean=3.55 s, incremented in steps of 0.5 s). RT
387 was used as an estimate of the neural time on task. We assumed that
388 for most trials, subjects were awake and engaged, and that lapses of
389 attention were equally distributed between congruent and incongru-
390 ent trials, and accounted for only a small fraction of the overall RT
391 variance. Furthermore, mean differences in RT between conditions
392 were assumed to be modulated by changes in task dif"culty related to
393 the presence or absence of response interference.

394 Image acquisition

395 Imaging experiments were conducted using a 1.5 T GE TwinSpeed
396 Scanner using a standard GE birdcage head coil. Structural scans were
397 performed using the 3D SPGR sequence (124 slices; 256!256;
398 FOV=200 mm). Functional scans were performed using EPI-BOLD
399 (TE=60; TR=2.0 s; 25 slices; 64!64; FOV=200 mm; voxel
400 size=3 mm!3 mm!4.5 mm). All image analysis was performed
401 using the FMRIB Software Library (FSL; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/)
402 and Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA; http://www.mathworks.com).
403 The data were motion corrected (FSL-MCFLIRT), high pass "ltered (at
404 0.02 Hz), spatially smoothed (full width at half maximum=5mm), and
405 slice time corrected.

406 Image analysis

407 Standard statistical parametric mapping techniques (Smith et al.,
408 2004) (FSL-FEAT)were performedprior to registration toMNI152 space
409 (linear template). Multiple linear regressionwas used to identify voxels
410 that correlated with each of the four decisions types i.e. congruent,
411 incongruent, error, and post-error trials. A primary statistical threshold
412 for activation was set at p=0.05 and cluster correction was set at
413 p=0.05 using Gaussian random "eld theory. Inter-subject group
414 analyses were performed in standard MNI152 space by applying the
415 FSL-FLIRT registration transformation matrices to the parameter
416 estimates. For each run, the transformation matrices were created by
417 registering via mutual information (1) the midpoint volume to the "rst
418 volume using 6 degrees of freedom, (2) the "rst volume to the SPGR
419 structural image using 6 degrees of freedom, and (3) the SPGR to the
420 MNI152 template using 12 degrees of freedom. These three matrices
421 were concatenated and applied to each statistical image.
422 Two regression models were used to generate activation maps
423 (Fig. 2). To replicate previous studies, a regression model was created
424 with three regressors, one for each trial type (congruent, incongruent,
425 and error/post-error trials). Each regressor consisted of a series of
426 impulse functions positioned at the onsets of the trials. The regressors
427 were then convolved with each subject's custom hemodynamic
428 response function (HRF) extracted from primary visual cortex
429 (Grinband et al., 2008). The custom HRF estimate was computed
430 using FLOBS (Woolrich et al., 2004), a three-function basis set that
431 restricts the parameter estimates of each basis function to generate
432 physiologically plausible results.
433 To contrast the effect of time on task with con!ict, three contrasts
434 were performed (1) incongruent vs congruent using all RTs, (2) slow
435 congruent vs fast congruent and (3) slow congruent vs fast incongruent.
436 In all threeof these contrasts, only correct trialswereused; error trials and
437 trials immediately following error trials (i.e. post-error trials) were
438 modeled explicitly using separate regressors. Using correct trials allowed
439 us to study pre-response con!ict. Due to the overall low frequency of
440 errors in this task, it was not possible to study error-induced con!ict or
441 post-error processing on any of the subsequent analyses. For the
442 incongruent vs congruent contrast, a regression model was created
443 with four regressors: (1) congruent trials, (2) incongruent trials, (3) error
444 trials, and (4) post-error trials. For the slow congruent vs fast congruent
445 contrast, a regression model was created with six regressors: (1)
446 congruent trials with RT less than the median RT of congruent trials, (2)

447congruent trials with RT greater than the median RT of congruent trials,
448(3) incongruent trials with RT less than the median RT of incongruent
449trials, (4) incongruent trials with RT greater than the median RT of
450incongruent trials, (5) error trials, and (6) post-error trials. For the slow
451congruent vs fast incongruent comparison six regressors were used: (1)
452congruent trials with RT less than the global median RT, (2) congruent
453trials with RT greater than the global median RT, (3) incongruent trials
454with RT less than the global median RT, (4) incongruent trials with RT
455greater than the global median RT, (5) error trials, and (6) post-error
456trials. Using the global median RT ensured no overlap between RT
457durations of congruent and incongruent trials. In all three regression
458models, trials with RTs less than 200 mswere excluded from the analysis.
459The median RT was computed independently for each subject and
460included only correct trials.
461The event-related averaging (Fig. 3) was performed by extracting
462time series from the voxels identi"ed using the traditional contrast of
463incongruentNcongruent trials (Fig. 2A) using all correct trials with
464RTs greater than 200 ms. The mean time series from this mask was
465interpolated to 10 ms resolution and the responses for each event
466type were averaged for each subject. The mean response was then
467averaged across subjects and used in the statistical analysis. Paired t-
468tests were performed across subjects to test differences in the size of
469the BOLD response.
470The quantile analysis (Fig. 4) was performed by generating an
471event-related average (similar to the data in Fig. 3) for each subject's
472ten RT quantiles. To summarize the steps: (1) an RT distribution for
473each subject was computed, (2) the deciles of each distribution were
474calculated, (3) the average error likelihood or BOLD response was
475computed for each decile, (4) the error rates or BOLD responses for
476each decile were averaged across subjects for the group analysis. Each
477subject's deciles were computed from an RT distribution that
478contained all of the subject's trials, both congruent and incongruent,
479thus ensuring that the same deciles were used for both trial types.
480Trials less than 200 ms in duration were excluded. In the group
481analysis, the congruent and incongruent mean error rates across
482subjects were calculated for each decile and a t-test on the difference
483was performed (Fig. 4A). A BOLD response magnitude was computed
484for each decile by integrating over the "rst 10 s of the BOLD response
485and averaging this value across subjects (Fig. 4B). Integrating over the
486"rst 10 s averages over the physiological noise, resulting in less
487variability than using the peak response.
488To perform a whole brain analysis that is controlled for effects of
489response duration (Fig. 5), BOLD responses were averaged across RT
490quantiles for each subject. This effectively gives equal weight (1/10th)
491to each RT quantile when comparing the BOLD response between
492conditions i.e.

cHDR = cHDRq1 + cHDRq2 + … + cHDRq10

! "
= 10

493494where cHDRqx is the estimated BOLD response for congruent trials
495within the corresponding quantile (qx). Thus, frequency differences
496in the RT distributions of congruent and incongruent trials no longer
497affect the shape or amplitude of the BOLD response. This analysis is
498equivalent to asking the question:Which voxels show greater activity
499per unit time for incongruent than congruent trials? For each voxel in
500the brain, a one-sided paired t-test was performed (iHDRNcHDR,
501pb0.01) across subjects to compare the integral of the BOLD response
502between conditions. The activation map was corrected for multiple
503comparisons using Gaussian Random Field theory (pb0.01).
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Supplementary Materials 

 
  

 

Figure S1 – RT probability density.  High conflict 
(incongruent) trials have longer mean response times 
than low conflict (congruent) trials. When averaging 
across trial durations, both the conflict monitoring and 
the time on task accounts predict increased neural 
activity on incongruent trials, either from increased 
conflict or longer time on task. 
 



 
Figure S2– Conflict monitoring model. We executed 10,000 
iterations of the conflict monitoring model to determine the 
relationship between conflict, error likelihood, and RT. (A) 
Error likelihood is linearly related to conflict. Thus, error 
likelihood can be used to determine if conflict is present after 
equating RT between congruent and incongruent trials. (B) 
Conflict is sigmoidally related to RT. (C) Error likelihood is 
sigmoidally related to RT. Our behavioral data does not show 
this sigmoidal relationship. Furthermore, contrary to 
predictions of the conflict monitoring model, the relationship 
between error likelihood and RT changes with congruency. 
 

To determine the relationship 

between conflict, error 

likelihood, and RT, we 

performed simulations using the 

conflict monitoring model 

(Botvinick et al., 2001; Siegle et 

al., 2004). Parameters were set to 

those used in Botvinick et al 

(2001): tau (rate of propagation 

through network) = 0.1; std dev 

of noise = 0.015; response 

threshold = 0.6; task input 

strength = 0.5; task unit gain = 1; 

bias vector = [0 0 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -

4 0 0]. The unit weighting were a 

= -2, b = 4, c = 1.5, d = 2.5, e = 

2, f = 2, m = -2, n = -2, where a 

= stim layer inhibition, b = color 

to color-task unit, c = color to 

color-response unit, d = word to 

word-response unit, e = from word to word-task unit, f = from colors to color-task unit, m = 

response layer inhibition, n = task layer inhibition. The network was primed with 1000 iterations.  



 

 

 

 

 
Figure S3 – Flashing checkerboard. To determine whether the 
dMFC can be activated in the absence of response conflict we 
asked a new group of subjects (n = 17) to view a flashing 
checkerboard and press a button whenever the stimulus 
disappeared. The stimuli were presented with random inter-trial 
intervals (0.1 – 7.1 sec) and randomly generated stimulus 
durations (gamma distributed, mean = 800 ms, min = 500 ms). In 
this task, no choice decision is made, no errors can occur, and 
only a single response is possible; thus, response conflict cannot 
exist. A GLM analysis was performed using a single regressor 
that modeled the checkerboards as a set of variable duration 
boxcars with onset and offset times that matched the actual 
stimuli. The gamma distribution simulated typical RTs found in the 
Stroop task. The task activated visual cortex and dMFC, 
consistent with the time on task account. 

 



  

The voxels used in the model-free analysis (Fig 3) were identified using a functional contrast of 
the two conflict conditions (Fig 2A). This ROI is located above the cingulate sulcus. Since 
previous studies have focused on the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) as the region involved in 
conflict monitoring, we repeated the quantile analysis using an anatomically defined ACC mask. 
The ACC was defined as the cortex between the corpus callosum and the cingulate sulcus, 
posterior to the genu of the corpus callosum and anterior to the rostro-caudal midpoint of the 
corpus callosum (Mansouri et al., 2009). There were no significant differences in ACC activity 
between congruent and incongruent trials (Fig S4). This analysis was repeated using an ACC 
mask derived from a meta-analysis of 47 conflict-related studies (mask centered on MNI152: 
0/20/40) (Nee et al., 2007). This mask also showed a monotonic relationship with RT but no 
significant differences between conditions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure S4 – BOLD activity for anatomically defined ACC. (A) The ACC was defined as the cortex 
between the cingulate sulcus and corpus callosum posterior to the genu and anterior to the collosal midpoint. 
(B) The hemodynamic responses for correct congruent and incongruent trials are about two orders of 
magnitude smaller in the anatomically-defined ACC than in the functionally defined dMFC mask. (C) The 
BOLD signal was integrated over 10 sec and plotted as a function of RT quantile. (D) No significant 
differences were present between congruent and incongruent trials (p < 0.05).  


